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Abstract
We created the first large-scale database of signs annotated according to various parameters of iconicity. The signs represent concrete concepts in seven semantic fields in nineteen sign languages; 1542 signs in total. Each sign was annotated with respect to the type of form-image association, the presence of iconic location and movement, personification, and with respect to whether the sign depicts a salient part of the concept. We also created a website: https://sl-iconicity.shinyapps.io/iconicity_patterns/ with several visualization tools to represent the data from the database. It is possible to visualize iconic properties of separate concepts or iconic properties of semantic fields on the map of the world, and to build graphs representing iconic patterns for selected semantic fields. A preliminary analysis of the data shows that iconicity patterns vary across semantic fields and across languages. The database and the website can be used to further study a variety of theoretical questions related to iconicity in sign languages.
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1. Iconicity Patterns in Sign Languages

Iconicity is a fundamental property of human languages, both in the spoken and signed modalities (Perniss et al., 2010). Following Taub (2012), we define iconicity as a presence of a mapping (resemblance) between a mental image and the phonetic form of a sign (that is, sounds in spoken languages, or handshape, movement, and location in sign languages). For instance, the sound of the English word ding resemble the sound of a bell, and the handshape of the sign TREE in Russian Sign Language (RSL) (the palm with all fingers outstretched) resembles a crown of a tree—therefore, the word and the sign are iconic.

For various reasons (see Taub (2012) for a discussion), until recently, iconicity has not been actively investigated even by researchers working on sign languages. However, in recent years, a theoretical model of iconicity has been suggested (Taub, 2001), and several empirical studies have compared iconicity in different sign languages and in gestures of hearing people (Brentari et al., 2013; Padden et al., 2015).

Taub (2001) develops the Analogue-Building Model of Linguistic Iconicity. According to this model, iconic encoding of a concept comprises of three steps: image selection (a particular image representing a concept is selected), schematization (the image is simplified), and encoding (the image is encoded using the linguistic means). For instance, to create an iconic sign for the concept ‘tree’, first an image of a prototypical tree is selected (a tree with a trunk and crown), then it is schematized (for instance, the schematized representation does not refer to leaves), and then it is encoded (e.g., the hand is used to represent the crown, and the arm to represent the trunk).

Based on this model, Taub (2012) discusses that iconic signs can be further classified according to the type of the concept-image association (how the image is selected to represent the concept) and the image-form association.

1The model applies to both spoken and signed languages, but we focus on the latter in this paper.
2. Creating a Database of Iconicity Patterns

2.1. The Data

In order to create the IPSL database, we used the on-line dictionary of sign languages Spreadthesign (www.spreadthesign.com). This dictionary contains video recordings of isolated signs and signed sentences (up to 15,000 entries per language) in 31 sign languages. The dictionary has been created as a tool to facilitate learning of sign languages across the world; it has not been specifically designed for linguistic research. For instance, typically only one sign per concept is provided, while a sign language might have several signs. In addition, the procedure of data collection lead to the fact that lexical signs and multi-sign descriptions of non-lexicalized concepts are not systematically distinguished. However, since we focused only on the most basic concrete concepts, we consider the data to be good enough for our purposes.

We selected nineteen sign languages from all languages present at the website, namely Russian, French, American, British, Spanish, Italian, German, Polish, Brazilian, Turkish, Portuguese, Czech, Lithuanian, Swedish, Greek, Romanian, Latvian, Estonian, and Icelandic Sign Languages. The choice was governed by two main considerations: (1) we only selected the languages for which a majority of the 15,000 signs were present on the website at the moment of selection (fall of 2016); (2) we excluded Ukrainian and Belorussian Sign Language due to their close relatedness to Russian Sign Language.

We included 87 concrete concepts from seven semantic fields: transport, nature, instruments (tools), house, clothes, food, and animals. We reasoned that this selection represents a reasonable sample of the basic concrete concepts.

2.2. Basic annotations

The annotation is based on Taub (2012) with some important modifications. First, we annotate each sign with respect to the form-image association (Taub, 2012). This specifically refers to the role that the handshape plays in depicting the object. We distinguish four types of form-image association:

1. Handling: the hand of the signer represents the hand of an agent that holds or handles the object, as in the RSL sign HAMMER.
2. Object: the hand depicts the shape of the object itself, as in the RSL sign CHAIR.
3. Contour: the hand represents the outline or surface of an object, as in the RSL sign HOUSE.
4. Tracing: the hands move to trace an outline or surface of an object, as in the RSL sign MOUNTAIN.

Following an insight from Taub (2012), we introduced a binary iconic feature of personification. It receives a positive value if the whole body (the hands, arms, upper body, and head) are a part of the iconic representation. A sign with a contour or tracing associations cannot involve personification by definition, because the hands do not represent the hands of a person. Signs with handling handshapes necessarily involve personification, but a sign with an object handshape can also involve personification, for instance, in the case of the hands representing paws or wings of an animal, as in the Polish Sign Language sign BIRD.

Notice that the form-meaning association feature concerns the role of the handshape. However, locations and movements in the signs can also be iconic. We thus also introduced a binary iconic feature of location. It receives a positive value if the location of the sign is iconic, that is, it represents the marked location of the object that is being represented. This happens with signs like SUN, MOON, SKY (see the RSL sign SUN which are often located above the neutral space, or with pieces of clothing which are often located on the body (see the RSL sign T-SHIRT).

We also introduced a binary iconic feature of associated action. It receives a positive value if the movement in the sign depicts an action (independent movement or handling) associated with the object, as in the RSL sign KEY.

Finally, we decided to annotate the signs according to one of the possible concept-image associations (Taub, 2012), namely we introduced the part-whole feature, which receives a positive value if the sign represents not the whole pressing abstract concepts contain an additional level of complexity, namely metaphorical mapping (Taub, 2001). This can be a topic of future research and extension of the database.
The iconicity features interact with each other in intricate ways. For instance, as discussed above, the positive value of personification is only possible for object and handling handshapes. We discuss the interactions between the features and the rules that we postulated to make the annotations consistent in detail on the About tab of our website.

The iconicity features that we selected are probably not exhaustive. However, they represent the iconic properties of all the major parameters of a sign (handshape, movement, and location). The database can be further extended with any novel features deemed necessary by future researchers.

Not all signs in the IPSL database are iconic. We distinguish two types of non-iconic signs: those involving fingerspelling, and those which do not involve fingerspelling and for which we cannot find any iconic motivation. Note that this means that the signs are in fact not transparent, but not necessarily non-iconic. We also tried to be careful in assigning iconic motivation to dubious cases, which means that in cases of doubt we would use the non-iconic label instead of trying to come up with a far-fetched interpretation.

### 2.3. Compounds and two-handed signs

Some signs have a complex morphological (or at least phonological) structure. We distinguish two cases that are annotated following additional rules, namely compounds and asymmetric two-handed signs.

Compounds are signs that have two clearly distinguishable sequential parts. For compounds, we annotate each part separately, using the “&” sign to separate the values of features: e.g. `handling+object` for a compound with the handling association in the first part, and the object association in the second part, as in the Italian sign `SPOON`.

Another case of complex signs are two-handed signs. In symmetric two-handed signs, the two hands have the same handshape and movement, so the hands are also necessarily the same with respect to the iconicity features, and we do not annotate them separately. However, in asymmetric two-handed signs the two hands might (and often do) depict separate parts or aspects of the depicted object. For instance, in the RSL sign `HELICOPTER`, one hand represents the cabin and the other hand the turning blades. Since these two-parts can be different with respect to iconicity features, we annotate them separately, using the “+” sign between the parts. The active hand is always annotated first: e.g. `handling+object`, see for instance the Turkish sign `SPOON`.

Sometimes one or both parts of a compound are asymmetric two-handed signs. This represents the most complex type of cases in our dataset, and it is annotated following the rules described above. For instance, we annotate the form-image mapping of the sign Icelandic sign `LAMP` as `tracing+contour&object+contour`.

### 2.4. Reliability of Annotations

In order to ascertain the reliability of the annotation procedure, the whole data set (1542 sign tokens) has been fully annotated by Authors 1 and 2 independently. We then compared the annotations to calculate agreement per each of the features that we annotated.

In order to adjust the estimation for chance agreement, we calculated Cohen’s kappa statistics using the `fmsb` package (Nakazawa, 2017) in R (R Development Core Team, 2016). We considered compounds and asymmetric two-handed signs as containing multiple observations, so we separated them into separate cells (e.g. `handling+object` was turned into two observations: `handling` and `object`, located in separate cells in the dataset).

The resulting estimated values of Cohen’s kappa, with confidence intervals and qualitative characterizations (as provided by the `fmsb` package) for iconic features, are summarized in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Cohen’s kappa</th>
<th>CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Form-image</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.85-0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personification</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.75-0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated action</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.78-0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.73-0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-whole</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.61-0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Annotators’ agreement per iconic feature

From the table it should be clear that we have high agreement for all features, especially for the form-image mapping. The lowest agreement is observed for the part-whole feature. This is explained by the fact that the authors originally interpreted this feature in a different way for three classes of signs. Firstly, the signs for animals where the hands represent paws/wings of an animal should be analyzed as `[-part-whole]`, as the whole body represents the body of the animal. One of the authors however consistently glosses these signs as `+[part-whole]`. The other two classes are the asymmetrical signs discussed in the previous section, in which the role of the second hand is unclear with respect to this feature.

After the quantitative analysis of agreement, the two authors discussed the cases of disagreement and agreed upon a correct annotation for each of those cases. Therefore, the final dataset can be considered reliably annotated following the guidelines described in this paper and on the website.

### 3. The IPSL Website

To make the database easily accessible to other researchers interested in iconicity, we created the IPSL website: [https://sl-iconicity.shinyapps.io/iconicity_patterns](https://sl-iconicity.shinyapps.io/iconicity_patterns), built with shiny (Chang et al., 2017). The website contains a detailed description of the creation of the IPSL database, the full database (which can be searched on-line with `dt` (Xie, 2015) or downloaded), and visualization tools.

The first tool visualizes the concepts on the map of the world. The user can select one of the 84 concepts, which are represented as dots on the map with color-coding of the form-image mapping. Each dot on the map is clickable and opens the video of the relevant sign (see Figure 1). The user can also filter the data points by specifying the values

---

Taub (2012) also considers associated action to be a type of concept-image association. We are agnostic with respect to the exact nature of this feature, but still consider it a useful feature to systematically describe iconicity.
of the associated action, localization, personification, and part-whole features. The maps are created with the lingtypology package (Moroz, 2017).

The second tool visualizes the semantic fields on the map. The user can select one of the seven semantic fields, and then specify the form-image mapping and the values of the associated action, localization, personification, and part-whole features; the signs which conform the selection appear on the map (see Figure 2). In addition, a table is generated containing the concepts and languages with the relevant feature combinations.

Finally, the third tool creates graphs (bar charts) built with ggplot2 (Wickham and Chang, 2016). The user can select a semantic field (or all semantic fields), and the charts show the distribution of concepts by the form-image mapping feature for each language, either in absolute values or in percentages (see Figure 3).

4. Linguistic Analysis

The database and the website can be used for various types of linguistic analyses of iconicity. The first conclusion that can be drawn from data is that iconicity patterns are influenced by both linguistic and semantic differences.

For instance, we can replicate the findings from Padden et al. (2013) and Brentari et al. (2015) for the form-image mappings in the domain of instruments. As Figure 3 shows, sign languages indeed vary with respect to this feature: some (e.g. ASL and RSL) prefer the object mapping, others (e.g. British and Romanian Sign Languages) prefer the handling mapping, while some (e.g. Italian Sign Language) do not show a strong preference.

Another finding not previously studied in detail is that different semantic fields have different preferences. For instance, while in the field of instruments the object and handling mappings are prevalent, for transport all but one sign language use predominantly the object mapping (Figure 4). Other iconic features also show some cross-linguistic variation and semantic preferences. For instance, Romanian Sign Language seems to use iconic localization relatively less frequently than other sign languages, while ASL has the highest proportion of signs that uses parts of the object to represent the object. Semantically, iconic locations are used predominantly in nature-related and clothing-related concepts, while personification, in addition to being used in all signs with the handling mapping, is commonly used in signs for animals.

5. Future Use of the IPSL Database

There is a variety of ways in which the IPSL database can be used for further research.

We are currently investigating a number of questions based on the database (Kimmelman et al., in preparation). Firstly, we are investigating whether the language and the semantic fields are indeed significant predictors of all iconicity features, and whether these predictors interact with each other. Secondly, we are studying the interactions of the iconicity features in order to find patterns and frequent constellations of features which might reflect some common iconic strate-
gies. Finally, we are comparing the sign languages to each other with respect to iconicity to see whether such a measurement would reflect historical and geographical connections between them.

The database might be further extended. It is clear that the list of iconic features is not exhaustive: for instance, we have not considered non-manual expressions. The analysis of iconicity in terms of handshape, location, and movement might be too rough: maybe these parameters should be further subdivided and analysed for iconicity in more detail. In addition, the database can be extended by adding more signs: extra signs for the existing semantic fields, concrete signs from other semantic fields, and abstract signs. It is clear that 87 concepts are not enough to generalize our findings to the whole lexicon.

Another possible extension would be an addition of signs for abstract concepts. As demonstrated by (Taub, 2001), abstract concepts are expressed in sign languages primarily through metaphoric-iconic signs. This means that an abstract concept is associated via metaphoric mapping with a concrete image, and this image is then encoded iconically. For instance, a sign for FEAR might be based on a metaphorical mapping between fear and the heart beating fast, and the concrete event of the heart beating fast is then encoded iconically (as e.g. in Austrain Sign Language: FEAR). If such signs are included in the database, we can annotate the iconic features for the concrete concept the usual way, but novel features describing the nature of metaphoric mapping should be added.

It would also be interesting to investigate the relationship between iconic features identified here and lexical features of these signs. This can be done by annotating further lexical information for the signs in the database. For instance, these lexemes can be analyzed in terms of Pustejovský’s qualia structure (Pustejovský, 1995), to find out whether certain iconic features of lexemes correspond to certain sub-features of their qualia structures.

To sum up, in this paper, we reported the process of creation of the IPSL database of iconic features in 1542 signs from nineteen sign languages and of the database website containing several visualization tools. We also demonstrated how the database can be use to replicate and extend previous typological approaches to iconicity in sign languages, and formulated a number of research questions that can be further investigated with the database.
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